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Abstract
In this era of technology where everyone required being techno friendly, on the other side this technology leaves remark of different behavioural problems when used excessively. The present review study explored the relational approach to excessive internet usage and self regulation. The studies revealed that self regulation is the key factor for the desirable behaviour outcome.
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Introduction
In this era of technology where everyone required being techno friendly, on the other side this technology leaves remark of different behavioural problems when used excessively. “The term “Digital Natives” as defined by Prensky in 2001 (cited in Kolikant, 2010; Margaryan, Littlejohn & Vojt, 2011; Thompson, 2013) refers to the person who was born in or after 1980 with the characteristics of using internet most of the time and possibly doing media multitasking with the internet.”

Problematic internet use defines the behaviour addiction to screen, that may include excessive or poorly controlled urge towards screen use. That may lead to disturbance in daily routine activities. Self regulation plays an important role to that uncontrolled behaviour. Self regulation is the ability to manage and control the thoughts, emotions, behaviour that lead to a systematic management of individual’s life and daily activities without troubling the individual. Self regulation involves the whole physical, mental, emotional and social aspects of the person’s life. The individual having the self regulation skill enhances the positive behaviour result such as, wellbeing, loving, learning, coping effectively with stress, acquaintance relationship. On the other side, with low self regulation, the individual struggles with impulsiveness, locus control, focus attention, sleep leading to poorly managed life activities.

Literature review
The numerous studies revealed that self regulation is the key factor for the desirable behaviour outcome. A study on first year students revealed the significant correlation between self regulating learning and internet addiction (Simanjuntak, E., 2017) [9]. Further, a study signified that high self regulating learning students regulate their thinking and action regarding excessive internet use that can affect their academic performance (Zimmerman & Schunk, 2011) [14].

“A study found that people with internet addiction are taught to monitor their thoughts and control situation that lead them to internet addiction (Young, 2011)” [12]. A positive correlation between online gaming and internet addiction and low self control has been reported. Moreover, a study claimed the direct correlation between the student's addiction of the internet and nervousness, aggression and low self-control which increase in case he overuses the internet (Griffiths, 2010) [7, 8].

Another study found the positive correlation between self control and internet addiction, claimed that high self control persons have low tendency to get screen addiction (Ismail & Zawahreh, 2017) [9].

Many research studies on internet addiction mentioned the frequent use of internet by students that cause their way of learning and their peer relations (Margaryan, Littlejohn &
It is signified that students with regulating skills have control on their internet use behaviour and low tendency to screen addiction. The review on several studies evaluated the impulse control difficulties associated with occurrence of internet addiction and suggested for further scope of evaluation of the regulation learning experimental studies.
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